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Abstract

Supervised models for Relation Extraction (RE) typically require human-annotated training data.
Due to the limited size, the human-annotated data is usually incapable of covering diverse rela-
tion expressions, which could limit the performance of RE. To increase the coverage of relation
expressions, we may enlarge the labeled data by hiring annotators or applying Distant Super-
vision (DS). However, the human-annotated data is costly and non-scalable while the distantly
supervised data contains many noises. In this paper, we propose an alternative approach to im-
prove RE systems via enriching diverse expressions by relational paraphrase sentences. Based
on an existing labeled data, we first automatically build a task-specific paraphrase data. Then,
we propose a novel model to learn the information of diverse relation expressions. In our model,
we try to capture this information on the paraphrases via a joint learning framework. Finally,
we conduct experiments on a widely used dataset and the experimental results show that our
approach is effective to improve the performance on relation extraction, even compared with a
strong baseline.

1 Introduction

Relation Extraction (RE) is an important task in Information Extraction, which identifies semantic re-
lations between entities in text (Zelenko et al., 2003; Zhou et al., 2005; Mintz et al., 2009). The task
becomes a typical classification problem if an entity pair in a text is given. In recent years, supervised
models have achieved great progress on this task with the help of a massive amount of manually anno-
tated high-quality data (Zeng et al., 2014; dos Santos et al., 2015; Miwa and Bansal, 2016; Zhang et al.,
2017).

However, diverse expressions for a same semantic relation are difficult to be fully covered by human-
annotated data. For example, sentences (1) “Steve Jobs co-founded Apple Computer.”; (2) “Steve Jobs
was the co-founder of Apple Computer.”; and (3) “Steve Jobs started Apple Computer with Wozniak.”
express the same semantic relation between person “Steve Jobs” and company “Apple Computer” in
different wording. Generally, it is difficult for the supervised model trained on sentence (1) and (2) to
recognize the semantic relation in sentence (3).

To solve the above challenge, we can use two possible solutions. The first solution is to hire annotators
to label more data. While the human-annotated data is reliable, it is costly and non-scalable, with regard
to both time and money. The second one is to adopt the Distant Supervision (DS) mechanism to auto-
matically build a large-scale labeled data (Mintz et al., 2009). However, with the strong assumption that
all sentences containing two given entities in a relation triple express the same relation, DS may result
in the severe wrong labeling problem. In this paper, we use an alternative solution that uses a paraphrase
data which collects sentences conveying the same meaning in different wording. In the literature, there
exist many paraphrase datasets, such as Simple Wikipedia (Kauchak, 2013), Twitter URL corpus (Lan et
al., 2017), and Para-NMT (Wieting and Gimpel, 2018). However, these general paraphrase datasets do
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Figure 1: Framework of build-
ing the relational paraphrase data.
EN=English, CN=Chinese.

Triple:	<All	Basotho	Convention,	org:founded_by,	Tom	Thabane	>

#1		[tom	thabane]	,	who	set	up	the	[all	basotho	convention]	four	months	ago	...

#2		[tom	taba]	,	who	four	months	ago	,	formed	a	[wholly	basotho]	,	...
#3		four	months	ago	,	[tom	thabane]	set	up	the	[all	basoto	conference]	,	...
#4		[tom	thabane]	,	who	founded	the	[all	basoto	congress]	four	months	ago	,	...

Figure 2: An example from our ReP data. #1 is a
human-annotated sentence, and #2-4 are paraphrase sentences.
Blue words with underlines mean different clues for relation
“org:founded by” between two entities.

not have explicit clues for entities and relations. Our preliminary experimental results show that using
such paraphrase datasets harms the performance of relation extraction. Therefore, it is difficult to learn
useful information for relation extraction from the general paraphrase data.

In this paper, we propose to automatically build a task-specific paraphrase data which has the explicit
clues instead of using general paraphrase datasets for relation extraction. Motivated by the recent suc-
cess of deep neural networks in machine translation (Luong et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2016; Vaswani et
al., 2017), we adopt more than one Neural Machine Translation (NMT) systems to generate possible
paraphrases via back-translation for each sentence in an existing RE data. The back-translation is the
procedure in which a system translates a sentence into another language, and then translates back to the
original language. However, we can not convey the annotations of entities during back-translation since
word alignment information is unavailable. To solve this problem, we design a contextual similarity
based method to align entities between the human-annotated sentences and corresponding paraphrase
sentences. We combine the human-annotated sentences with these paraphrase sentences as our new
training data, named as Relational Paraphrase (ReP) Data.

Then, we propose a joint learning framework to train a relation extractor on the ReP data. Though
back-translation is a convenient way for us to generate paraphrase sentences, there is some noise due to
the wrong translation. In order to reduce the effect of the noise in the ReP data, we propose a multi-
instance learning module to model multiple paraphrase sentences. To build a strong baseline, we choose
BERT’s fine-tuning mechanism to encode sentences and train the relation extractor (Devlin et al., 2018).

In summary, we make following contributions:

• We build a Relational Paraphrase (ReP) data explicitly expressing the information of entities and
their relations. In the ReP data, there are 204,372 paraphrase sentences and 68,124 human-annotated
sentences.

• We propose a joint learning framework to train a new relation extractor on the ReP data. To reduce
the effect of the noise, we propose several multi-instance learning strategies to model paraphrase
sentences.

To the best of our knowledge, the ReP data is the first task-specific paraphrase data for RE. Experi-
mental results on a widely used RE data show that our approach can effectively improve the performance
as compared with the strong baseline.

2 Relational Paraphrase Data

In this section, we describe how to build the Relational Paraphrase (ReP) data, which is a task-specific
paraphrase data for RE. As shown in Figure 1, we build the ReP data by generating paraphrase sentences
for human-annotated sentences from an existing RE data. In this way, our ReP data contains two parts:
ReP-GOLD and ReP-AUTO. ReP-GOLD is the original training set of the existing RE data and ReP-
AUTO is the auto-generated paraphrase data. An example from the ReP data is shown in Figure 2.
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Data Split Train Dev Test
# Sen # Sen1 # Fact # Sen1/Fact # Sen # Sen

Gold-Annotated (TACRED) 68,124 13,012 8,190 1.6 22,631 15,509
Auto-Generated 204,372 39,036 8,190 4.8 - -

Table 1: Statistics of the RE data used in the experiments. # Sen: number of all sentences. # Sen1:
number of sentences excluding sentences labeled with no relation. # Fact: number of relation facts
(excluding no relation). # Sen1/Fact: average number of supporting sentences for each relation fact.

2.1 Human Annotated Data

In this paper, we take a widely used relation extraction data: TACRED (Zhang et al., 2017), which con-
tains about 105k sentences in total. There are 41 pre-defined relation types (e.g., “person:city of birth”,
“organization:founded by”) and a special type no relation. In each sentence, two entities and one
relation are labeled by human. The statistics of TACRED are shown in Table 1, where TACRED contains
the training, development, and test sets. From the table, we can find that although the training set contains
more than 60k sentences, the number of sentences with meaningful relation types (not no relation)
is small (about 13k). And the average number of sentences for each relation fact (an individual triple
<head entity, tail entity, relation type>) is less than 2. Hence, generating paraphrase expressions for
each labeled sentence is expected to enrich the annotated data.

2.2 Generating Relational Paraphrase Sentences

We introduce Neural Machine Translation (NMT) technology with back-translation to help us automat-
ically generate possible paraphrase sentences. Back-translation is an effective method to augment the
parallel training corpus in NMT (Fadaee et al., 2017; Edunov et al., 2018). In this procedure, there are
two challenges: (1) How to guarantee the variety of paraphrase sentences; (2) How to label the entities
in paraphrase sentences. For the first challenge, we view each NMT system as an individual knowledge
base which translates a sentence in its own way. Hence, we take more than one public NMT systems
to perform back-translation on the training set of TACRED. As the NMT systems provide end-to-end
translations, entities in sentences may be replaced by other words after back-translation. As shown in
Figure 2, the head entity “all basotho convention” has been translated into “wholly basotho”, “all basoto
conference”, and “all basoto congress” by three NMT systems, respectively. Thus, we propose to do en-
tity alignment for the second challenge. To do entity alignment, there are two possible solutions. One is
to do preprocessing on input sentences before translation. Another is to do postprocessing on translated
sentences.

We tried the preprocessing solution where two tags (#ENTITY1# and #ENTITY2#) are used to re-
place the entities in an input sentence before back-translation. We expected that the tags would be kept
unchanged during back-translation. However, this method did not work well since the tags are often
changed. Moreover, the meaning of the sentence is changed in some degree after replacing the entities
by the tags that affects the performance of NMT systems. In our solution, we perform back-translation on
the original sentences and then propose a contextual similarity based method to conduct entity alignment.

2.2.1 Back-Translation
The back-translation is a procedure that first translates a sentence from a source language into a target
language, then translates it back to the source language. In this paper, we use English (EN) as the source
language and Chinese (CN) as the target language.

To perform back-translation, we adopt three public NMT systems: Google Translation1, Baidu Trans-
lation2 and Xiaoniu Translation3. We use the online service of these three NMT systems to do back-
translation for sentences in TACRED. As a result, we can obtain three paraphrase sentences for one

1https://translate.google.com/
2https://fanyi.baidu.com/
3http://www.niutrans.com/
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tom	thabane	,	who	set	up	the	all	basotho	convention	four	months	ago	...

tom	taba			,			who	four	months	ago	,	formed	a	wholly	basotho		,			...

Annotated
Sentence

founded_by

Paraphrase
Sentence

founded_by

Mapping	
Information

Figure 3: An example of aligning entities and relations.

Para. Acc. 78.0%

Entity
Diff. Yes No
Prop. 47.4% 52.6%
Acc. 89.2% 100.0%

Both Acc. 74.0%

Table 2: Manual evaluation of the ReP-
AUTO. Para.: correct paraphrase. Acc.:
accuracy. Entity: performance of en-
tity alignment. Prop.: proportion. Diff.:
whether entities have been changed.

human-annotated sentence.

2.2.2 Entity Alignment
In this paper, entity alignment is defined as aligning entities between the source human-annotated sen-
tences and target paraphrase sentences. Intuitively, pattern matching is the simplest postprocessing way
which searches in the paraphrase sentences for the entity words. But it fails to tackle with the situation
that entities are replaced by synonyms after back-translation. To solve the above problem, we propose a
contextual similarity based method to align the entities.

Suppose that we have a human-annotated sentence (source) s and its corresponding paraphrase sen-
tence (target) t. We first use a pretrained BERT as an encoder to output the representations of s and t,
hs and ht, respectively. Then, we map words between s and t by calculating cosine based similarity.
Formally, for ith word in t, we get the mapped word sti in s with the highest cosine score,

sti = argmax
sj∈s

{cos(ht
i,h

s
j)}. (1)

After obtaining the words that mapped with entities in human-annotated sentence s, we greedly keep
sequential mapped words in t as aligned entities.

An example of entity alignment is shown in Figure 3. Taking head entity “all basotho convention”
in annotated sentence for explanation, the mapped words in the paraphrase sentence are “wholly”, “ba-
sotho”, and “who”, respectively. Based on the mapping information, we recognize the words “wholly
basotho” as head entity in paraphrase sentence. The word “who” in paraphrase sentence which maps
with the word “convention” is deprecated because it is not conjoined with its previous mapped word
(“basotho”).

2.3 Statistics of the ReP Data
Using three different NMT systems, we obtain three possible paraphrase sentences for each sentence in
the training set of TACRED. Please note that we do not generate paraphrases for the sentences in the
development set and test set. The statistics are shown in Table 1. In total, the ReP data contains 68,124
human-annotated sentences as ReP-GOLD (which is the original training set of TACRED) and 204,372
paraphrase sentences as ReP-AUTO.

To evaluate the quality of these auto-generated sentences in ReP-AUTO, we randomly select 100 sen-
tences to take a manual evaluation. The evaluation results are shown in Table 2. First, we check whether
the candidate paraphrase sentence is a correct paraphrase expression of the original sentence. The results
show that 78% sentences can be regarded as correct paraphrases and others are errors. Second, we check
the performance of entity alignment on these paraphrase sentences (that is, 78% of all). Results show that
nearly half (47.4%) of the paraphrase sentences have changed their wording of entities which can explain
why pattern matching does not work well. The accuracy of entity alignment is 89.2% for the changed
examples while the accuracy is 100% for unchanged examples. In total, 74.0% of the sentences in ReP-
AUTO are paraphrase expressions with proper annotations of entities and relations. How to reduce the
effect of noises becomes a challenge when we build our relation extraction system.
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Figure 4: Training Framework
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Figure 5: Sentence Encoder
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Figure 6: Multi-Instance Learning

3 Our Approach

In this section, we describe our relation extraction system in detail. To train on both ReP-GOLD and
ReP-AUTO, we propose a joint learning framework. During training, each human-annotated sentence
in ReP-GOLD is provided with three corresponding paraphrase sentences from ReP-AUTO and we put
the four sentences into one input unit. As shown in Figure 4, there are three key components in our
system: (1) A sentence encoder, which encodes sentences into distributed representations; (2) A multi-
instance learning module, which models three paraphrase sentences from one input unit into a mixed
distributed representation; (3) A relation extractor, where the input representations are classified into
different relations.

3.1 BERT-based Sentence Encoder

When using the pretrained model BERT, the fine-tuning based approach gives impressive performance
in many tasks (Devlin et al., 2018). Following Soares et al. (2019), we augment each sentence with four
reserved tokens ([E1], [/E1], [E2] and [/E2]) to mark the beginning and ending of subject entity and
object entity. Then, we concatenate the outputs of [E1] and [E2] as relational representation. Figure 5
illustrates the input and output of the sentence encoder used in this paper.

Formally, we first build the input sentence as x:

x = [CLS] x0 . . . [E1] xi . . . xj [/E1] . . . [E2] xk . . . xl [/E2] . . . xn [SEP], (2)

where [CLS] and [SEP] are two special tokens used in BERT, and xi . . . xj , xk . . . xl are words of two
entities, respectively. Let f(θ) be the BERT-based sentence encoder used in our model, where θ repre-
sents parameters. We output a relational representation of the sentence x by concatenating h[E1] ∈ Rd

and h[E2] ∈ Rd. That is, the relational representation s of x is:

sx = h[E1] ⊕ h[E2], h[E1] = f(x|θ, [E1]), h[E2] = f(x|θ, [E2]), (3)

where sx ∈ R2d and d is the size of token representation.

3.2 Multi-Instance Learning

To make full use of the paraphrase sentences in ReP-AUTO to relieve the noise problem, we adopt the
idea of multi-instance learning for modeling paraphrase sentences (Riedel et al., 2010). In this way,
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we first put three paraphrase sentences from one input unit into one bag and then output the bag-level
representations. Formally, each bag B contains three sentences:

B = {xgoogle, xbaidu, xxiaoniu}, (4)

where x∗ means a paraphrase sentence from one of the three NMT systems and it is constructed in the
same way described in Equation (2). We can get the sentence-level representation sx for each sentence x
in B by Equation (3). Then, we apply the following strategies to obtain bag-level representations.

Pre-Select. In this method, we only use paraphrase sentences generated by one selected NMT system.
In this way, the representation of a bag is the representation of one sentence. Thus, we have three choices:
Google, Baidu, and Xiaoniu.

Bag-Max. In this method, we generate the bag-level representations by performing maximum pooling
on outputs of sentences in bag B:

sB = maxpool
x∈B

(sx). (5)

Bag-One. Different from outputting a maximum value on each dimension in Bag-Max method, Bag-
One outputs the best representation from one of three sentences in B by calculating the probability on
its gold relation type after a softmax layer.

sB = sx′ , (6)

x
′
= argmax

x∈B
p(rx|x, θ),

where p() outputs the probability of relation type rx for the input sentence x under current model param-
eters θ.

Bag-Avg. Similar to Bag-Max, Bag-Avg method adds an averaged pooling layer after encoding sen-
tences in B:

sB =
1

|B|
∑
x∈B

sx. (7)

Bag-Att. Inspired by the attention mechanism used in Lin et al. (2016), we add an attention layer to
output bag-level representations for sentences in B. First we generate attention weights α for sentences
in B by calculating how well it matches with their gold relation type. Then, we output a weighted sum
of representations:

sB =
∑
x∈B

αxsx, (8)

αx =
exp(ex)∑

x′∈B exp(ex′)
,

ex = sxAr,

where ex measures how well sx matches with the query vector r ∈ R2d which is the representation of
the gold relation of x, and A ∈ R2d×2d represents a diagonal matrix.

3.3 Relation Extractor
After obtaining the relational representations, we build the relation extractor for final classification. In
this paper, we choose the fine-tuning strategy of BERT, where we add a fully connected linear layer with
a softmax function layer on BERT.

In the baseline system, we use the original training set of TACRED (named as ReP-GOLD in this
paper) to train the model. Hence, the probability distribution for the input sentence x is:

p(x, θ) = Softmax(WT sx + b), (9)
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where the matrix W ∈ R2d×dr and bias vector b ∈ Rdr are model parameters in which dr is the number
of pre-defined relation types. Then, we use the standard cross-entropy function to calculate the loss on
the ReP-GOLD:

lossgold = −
∑

x∈ReP-GOLD

log(p(rx|x, θ)), (10)

where rx is the gold relation for the input sentence x.
In our proposed approach, we take the ReP data as input, which includes ReP-GOLD and ReP-AUTO.

Under the joint learning framework, the two data sets are processed in two different routes, respectively.
However, the sentence encoder and relation extractor are shared by the two routes. For the ReP-GOLD,
we use the same procedure as baseline system. For ReP-AUTO, we take the multi-instance learning
methods (described in Section 3.2) to output the bag-level representation sB for sentences in B. Firstly,
the probability distribution for bag B is:

p(B, θ) = Softmax(WT sB + b). (11)

Then, the loss on ReP-AUTO is:

lossauto = −
∑

B∈ReP-AUTO

log(p(rB|B, θ)), (12)

where rB is the gold relation for the sentences in bag B.
To jointly train on both ReP-GOLD and ReP-AUTO, we take a weighted sum of two losses as the final

loss function:
loss = lossgold + λ lossauto, (13)

where λ is a hyper-parameter.

3.4 Training and Testing

To solve the optimization problem, we adopt Adam to minimize the objective function. During train-
ing, we train the relation extractor on the ReP data including ReP-GOLD and ReP-AUTO. In the testing
phase, to simulate the scenario of real applications, we directly perform relation extraction by Equa-
tion (9) on input sentences, which means no extra paraphrase sentences are required.

4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental Settings

Datasets and evaluation. In our experiments, we use TACRED and the newly built ReP data. For the
baseline system, we use ReP-GOLD (training set of TACRED) as training data. For our approaches, we
use the ReP data as training data. We use the development set and test set in TACRED to do evaluation.
Statistics of TACRED and the ReP data are described in Table 1. Following previous studies (Zhang et
al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018; Soares et al., 2019), we report micro average F1 scores. We run 3 times
with random seeds to initialize the model and report the average results.

Hyperparapmeters After tuning the hyperparameters on the development set, we choose the follow-
ing settings: batch size is 16, learning rate is 3e-5 with Adam, and training epoch is [1-5]. We use
PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019) as our machine learning library and the architecture of BERT from Wolf et
al. (2019). Two versions of pretrained BERT models (Devlin et al., 2018), BERTbase and BERTlarge
are used in this paper.

Tuning of λ. The hyperparapmeter λ described in Equation (13) is used to combine two losses trained
on ReP-GOLD and ReP-AUTO. For simplicity, we tune λ on Pre-Select system with Google Translation
(ReP-GOLD + Google) in the range of [0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0] on the development set. As shown in
Table 3, the system with λ = 0.2 achieves the best performance. Hence, we set λ as 0.2 in the following
experiments without an explicit statement.
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λ 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
F1 68.94 69.22 69.31 69.25 69.02 68.76 68.53

Table 3: Results of tuning with λ on the development set. λ = 0.0 equals to the baseline system.

Systems F1
Baseline (ReP-GOLD) 68.67
ReP-AUTO 66.75
ReP-GOLD ∪ ReP-AUTO 68.53
ReP-GOLD + Google 69.37
ReP-GOLD + Baidu 69.12
ReP-GOLD + Xiaoniu 69.24
ReP-GOLD + Bag-Max 69.45
ReP-GOLD + Bag-One 69.46
ReP-GOLD + Bag-Avg 69.60
ReP-GOLD + Bag-Att 69.38

Table 4: Comparison with Baseline
on test set.

Systems F1
CNN-PE † (Zeng et al., 2014) 61.1
PCNN † (Zeng et al., 2015) 62.0
SDP-LSTM ‡ (Xu et al., 2015) 58.7
Tree-LSTM ‡ (Tai et al., 2015) 62.7
PA-LSTM (Zhang et al., 2017) 65.1
SA-LSTM+D (Yu et al., 2019) 67.6
C-GCN + PA-LSTM (Zhang et al., 2018) 68.2
MTB on BERT large (Soares et al., 2019) 71.5
Baseline on BERT base 68.7
ReP-GOLD + Bag-Avg on BERT base 69.6
Baseline on BERT large 70.2
ReP-GOLD + Bag-Avg on BERT large 70.8

Table 5: Comparion with previous results. † marks re-
sults reported in Yu et al. (2019); ‡ marks results reported
in Zhang et al. (2017).

4.2 Experimental Results

Main results. As shown in Table 4, we compare our systems with the baseline system, where all the
systems use BERTbase. The baseline system is trained on ReP-GOLD (the original training set of
TACRED). For simplicity, we classify our approaches into three groups: (1) Merging; (2) Joint learning
with single paraphrase; (3) Joint learning with multiple paraphrases. Firstly, we find that directly using
paraphrase sentences (ReP-AUTO) performs worse than the Baseline. The reason might be that the
noise in the ReP-AUTO harms the performance. Further, ReP-GOLD ∪ ReP-AUTO (directly merging
two data sets) also performs a little worse than the Baseline. Secondly, we find that the performance can
be improved after adding the ReP-AUTO under the joint learning framework even using a single NMT
system to generate paraphrase sentences. Thirdly, applying multi-instance learning methods (ReP-GOLD
+ Bag-Max/Bag-One/Bag-Avg/Bag-Att) on paraphrase sentences from more than one NMT systems can
further improve the performance. In total, ReP-GOLD + Bag-Avg yields the best performance among
all the systems. This indicates that our proposed approach can improve the performance of relation
extraction. We use the system with Bag-Avg as our final system in the following experiments.

Comparision with previous approaches. We further compare with several RE systems proposed in
the previous studies, as shown in Table 5. From the table, We find that “Baseline onBERTbase” achieves
an impressive performance which outperforms most of the previous studies. Fine-tuning on BERTlarge
is expected to further improve the performance of both baseline system and our system. We set λ = 0.4
for “ReP-GOLD + Bag-Avg onBERT large” as it achieves the best performance on the development set.
We find that our system achieves a better performance than baseline system no matter under BERTbase
or BERT large. The results indicate that our approach using paraphrase sentences to learn from di-
verse expressions can yield comparable performance with MTB on BERTlarge, which achieves the best
reported score on TACRED.

5 Analysis and Discussion

Here, we study the effectiveness of our system in different situations. Thus, we compare the outputs of
ours (ReP-GOLD+Bag-Avg) with Baseline on BERTbase on the test set.

The results are shown in Table 6, where we exclude the sentences labeled with no relation in test
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Number of Sentences Sentence Length Entity Distance
Test Set Small Set Large Set Short Set Long Set Short Set Long Set
Amount 1,746 1,579 1,742 1,583 1,686 1,639
Baseline 71.60 83.21 82.71 71.04 87.36 65.35

Ours 72.97 83.68 83.45 72.12 87.75 66.90
Improvement +1.37 +0.47 +0.74 +1.08 +0.39 +1.55

Table 6: Analysis results on the test set (excluding sentences with no relation).

set. (1) Performance by Number of Sentences. We first sort the relations by the number of sentences they
have in the training set. Then, we split the test set into two approximately equal sets according to the
sorted relations, a Small set and a Large set. From the table, we find that the improvement gap is larger
on the Small set than that on the Large set (+1.37 VS +0.47). The reason might be that the relations in
the Small set have less training sentences that results in lack of diverse expressions and our relational
paraphrase sentences can provide more help for them. (2) Performance by Sentence Length. We sort
the relations by the average length of sentences they have in the training set. Then, we also split the test
set into two approximately equal sets according to the sorted relations, a Short set and a Long set. We
find that our system is not sensitive to the sentence length (+0.74 VS +1.08). (3) Performance by Entity
Distance. Entity Distance means the number of words between two entities in a sentence. We sort the
relations by the average entity distance of sentences they have in the training set. Then, we also split
the test set into two approximately equal sets according to the sorted relations, a Short set and a Long
set. We find that our system achieves the more significant improvement (+1.55) on the Long set than the
Short set (+0.39). The reason might be that the NMT systems have more chances to generate different
expressions of relations for the sentences with longer entity distance.

6 Related Work

Recent years, with the development of neural networks, the neural models for relation extraction attract
many researchers spending time on improving the performance. Zeng et al. (2014) proposes a CNN
model with position features. Nguyen and Grishman (2015) improves the CNN model with multiple
window sizes. Margin based ranking loss is used instead of cross-entropy in dos Santos et al. (2015).
There are also many researchers focusing on other neural networks like RNN (Zhang and Wang, 2015),
LSTM (Xu et al., 2015; Tai et al., 2015; Miwa and Bansal, 2016) and GCN (Zhang et al., 2018). Recently,
transfer learning from pre-trained model like BERT to downstream supervised tasks is popular. For
relation extraction, the main challenge of applying BERT is how to model the input sentences in an
entity-aware way. Wang et al. (2019) adds relative position features in a self-attention layer. Soares et al.
(2019) directly inserts four reserved tags in sentences to represent borders of entities. We also build our
system based on BERT, which is a very strong baseline.

In addition to the development of models for sentence encoding, studies on relieving the dependence
on human-annotated data are also popular. Distant supervision is proposed by Mintz et al. (2009) to
automatically build labeled data for RE. Although a lot of approaches have been proposed to relieve the
wrong labeling problem in distant supervised data (Takamatsu et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2016; He et al.,
2020), there is a gap between models that trained on supervised data and distant supervision data. Using
some carefully selected human-annotated examples as partial supervision, Angeli et al. (2014) combines
the reliablity from human-annotated data and the large coverage from distant supervision data. Based
on the directionality of relations, Xu et al. (2016) proposes a data augmentation method to alleviate the
sparse problem. Vashishth et al. (2018) generates aliases for relation names via phrase-level paraphrases.
Beltagy et al. (2019) proposes to combine the distant supervision data with an existing human-annotated
RE data. None of the above studies has used the paraphrase sentences. In this paper, we propose to
enlarge the coverage of relation expressions by building a relational paraphrase data for an existing RE
data.
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7 Conclusion

In this paper, we show that using the newly built task-specific paraphrase data can have a substantial effect
on the performance of relation extraction. In particular, we demonstrate that our proposed system con-
sistently outperforms the strong baseline system using BERT. The gains we find come not only from the
joint learning framework, but also from the multi-instance learning strategies which model the paraphrase
sentences at bag level. Our code and data resources are available at https://github.com/jjyunlp/ReP-RE.
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